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Abstract—We report the first mode-locked, thulium-doped fiber figure-eight laser. The mode-locked oscillator produces 1.5-ps pulses with 63 pJ of pulse energy at a 10.4-MHz repetition rate with a 3-nm bandwidth at a center wavelength of 2034 nm. After amplification, the pulses are compressed to 370 fs with ~50 nJ of pulse energy. The oscillator can also operate in a square pulse regime, yielding stable pulses from ~100 ps to 20 ns long with ~100 nJ per pulse after amplification.

Index Terms—Doped fiber amplifiers, fiber lasers, fiber nonlinear optics, optical pulses, optical solitons, ultrafast optics.

I. INTRODUCTION

THULIUM-DOPED lasers have a wide gain spectrum ranging from 1.8 to 2.1 μm, depending on the host material. A pulsed source with this range of wavelengths has many uses, including dielectric laser-driven particle-acceleration [1], mid-IR generation for spectroscopy through either down-conversion [2] or supercontinuum generation [3], and eye-safer applications, such as remote sensing [4]. The broad gain spectrum makes Tm3+ an excellent candidate for generating extremely short mode-locked pulses that would satisfy the ultrafast operation requirement for the mentioned applications.

The well-known benefits of all-fiber mode-locked lasers include ease of alignment and compact packing, which limit external noise sources [5]. Tm-doped fiber lasers have previously been mode-locked using carbon nanotubes [6]–[8], SESAMs [9], nonlinear polarization rotation [10], and a combination of SESAM and a nonlinear amplifying loop mirror (NALM) [11], [12].

We developed an all-fiber mode-locked laser in the figure-eight laser (F8L) configuration, which consists of two coupled loops, as shown in Fig. 1. The loop on the left is a NALM [13], which acts as a fiber saturable absorber. The asymmetrically located gain medium causes the signals counter-propagating in the loop to accumulate different nonlinear phase shifts. At high power, this differential phase shift causes the signals to pass fully clockwise through the second loop. At low power, light is reflected by the NALM instead, i.e., transmitted counterclockwise into the second loop and blocked by the isolator [14].

II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Fiber components in the 2-μm wavelength range are still either unavailable commercially or exhibit modest performance, which limits options. A previous version of the F8L [15] used mainly C-band components as 2-μm components were largely unavailable. Many of the components have been replaced by 2-μm components; however, the new components have more loss than the C-band components at their respective operating wavelength range. The performance of Tm-doped fiber lasers will only improve as more 2-μm components are developed and the performance of current components increases.

The left loop of the F8L in Fig. 1 consisted of 7 m of SMF-28e+ fiber, 8 m of Nufern double-clad Tm-doped fiber with a 10-μm diameter core doped with 5 wt.% of Tm3+ and 130-μm octagonal cladding diameter, and assorted leads of SMF-28 fiber from the fiber components. SMF-28e+ fiber was chosen as the passive fiber because its measured loss at 2 μm is relatively low, namely around 10 dB/km, compared to >100 dB/km for the SMF-28 fiber. The gain fiber was cladding-pumped with a SMA 905 connectorized Dilas fiber-coupled laser diode at 786-nm through a (2 + 1) × 1 pump combiner. The maximum usable pump power was limited to 9 W by the power rating of the pump combiner. The maximum pump power absorbed by the Tm-doped fiber was estimated to be 3 W.

The second loop, 3 m in length, consists of a 2-μm fiber-coupled isolator and a 10% fiber output coupler. The isolator had an insertion loss of 0.65 dB and an extinction ratio of 37 dB at 2 μm. A 50% × 2 × 2 fused fiber coupler joined the two...
loops together. The 2 × 2 central coupler had an insertion loss of 0.8 dB and its coupling ratio fluctuated around 50% ± 2% over an 80 nm bandwidth centered at 2020 nm. The combined cavity length was ~20 m. A polarization controller (PC) was inserted on each lead of the central coupler to ensure that the counter-propagating pulses interfered with maximum contrast.

The approximate round-trip loss of the F8L was 4 dB. Most of this loss originated from the passive fiber loss in the components made from SMF-28 fiber and from the insertion loss of these components, especially the isolator and central coupler. Also, the splices between the Tm-doped gain fiber and the passive fiber had a loss of 0.15 dB per splice, due to the difficulty of aligning an octagonal-clad fiber. As components in this wavelength range are developed commercially and mature, the losses will decrease and the laser performance will improve markedly.

The output of the F8L oscillator was passed through a 1% monitoring tap, an isolator (0.75 dB insertion loss and 37 dB isolation), and 13-m of SMF-28e+ to pre-chirp the pulse before monitoring tap, an isolator (0.75 dB insertion loss and 37 dB isolation) and 13-m of SMF-28e+ to pre-chirp the pulse before entering the amplifier. The amplifier stage consisted of an 11-m length of the same gain fiber pumped with up to 7 W from a 791-nm Dilas fiber-coupled laser diode through a second (2 + 1) × 1 pump combiner. This provided more than 20 dB of gain.

III. OSCILLATOR RESULTS

As the launched pump power was varied, as shown in Fig. 2, the F8L operated in several regimes. The oscillator initially operated as a continuous wave (CW) laser. As the pump power increased, CW oscillation became unstable and mode-locking self-started. At ~4 W of pump power, the Tm-doped F8L generated pulses at a 10.4-MHz repetition rate with an average power of 0.66 mW, as measured by a thermal detector. This corresponds to an output pulse energy of 63 pJ. Fig. 3 shows the output spectrum, measured with a Yokogawa AQ6375 optical spectrum analyzer, of the soliton pulses, which had about a 3 nm bandwidth. An intensity autocorrelation trace of the 1.5 ps soliton pulses was measured using two photon absorption (TPA) in a Si photodiode and is shown in the inset of Fig. 3. Using the pulse width, 1.5 ps, and spectral bandwidth, 3 nm, the time-bandwidth product was calculated to be 0.33, which is nearly transform-limited.

Strong Kelly sidebands, which come from periodic spectral interference between the soliton wave and a co-propagating dispersive wave, were observed in the output spectrum. This is also a sign that the pulses were close to transform limited [16]. The Kelly sidebands contained 5% of the pulse energy. The separation of the sideband peaks from the main lobe was 4 nm [17].

The stability of the soliton operation strongly depended on and was quite sensitive to the position of the PCs. CW breakthrough would often occur (beginning with the Kelly sideband peaks) if the PCs were slightly shifted from the optimum positions for soliton operation. Since the central coupler had a coupling ratio that deviated from 50%, a CW path through the cavity existed. At low peak powers and with a central coupler deviation from 50% of εc, the NALM would reflect 4εc2TOC, where TOC is the transmission of the output coupler. For the measured 2% deviation in the central coupler, the reflectivity of the NALM would be ~28 dB, which is not low enough to prevent CW oscillation. The PCs allowed for use of the coupler’s polarization dependent loss (PDL) to compensate for this deviation from 50%, blocking the CW path. This partially explains the extreme sensitivity to PC positioning as well as the need to replace the 65% 2 × 2 coupler in [15].

The RF spectrum of the pulse train, shown in the inset of Fig. 2, was measured using a 10-GHz extended InGaAs photodiode and 40-GHz RF spectrum analyzer with a 300-Hz resolution bandwidth. From the RF spectrum, the amplitude noise was calculated to be 1.1% in the soliton mode-locking operation region [18]. Fabricating an all polarization-maintaining fiber F8L would increase the stability of the laser as well as reduce the effects of environmental fluctuations. To further increase the stability, the gain fiber can be core pumped by a stable 1.5-μm diode laser in combination with an erbium-doped fiber amplifier.

As the pump power increased, CW breakthrough and then multi-pulsing were observed. A type of multi-pulsing referred to as harmonic mode-locking, where the multiple pulses generated are temporally evenly separated, has also been observed with repetition rates of >100 MHz.

At ~6 W, the F8L transitions to a new mode of operation where soliton pulses are no longer produced. As the peak power of the pulse reached the peak power allowed for maximum transmission through the NALM, the peak power of the pulse was clamped and further increase in gain produced a temporal
and spectral broadening of the pulse [19]. This generated stable square-shaped pulses at a 10.4-MHz repetition rate with pulse widths from ~100 ps to 20 ns and between 15 nm to 25 nm of spectral bandwidth, respectively. An example of the spectral and temporal characteristics of these pulses can be seen in Fig. 4, which shows a square pulse with a pulse width of 1 ns and bandwidth of 20 nm. Pulses from this regime may be useful for remote sensing (e.g. spectrally sensitive LIDAR [20]) and machining applications [21]. In addition to the pulse width variations introduced through modifying the pump power, the pulse width would change through adjusting of the position of the PCs, another indication of the PDL in the F8L.

The slope efficiency of the oscillator with respect to launched pump power is 0.2% (see Fig. 2). This low value was partially caused by poor coupling of the 786-nm fiber coupled diode pump into the pump combiner due to the use of an SMA 905 coupler with 100-μm core diameter fibers, causing ~1.25 dB of loss. As a result of mismatch between the first cladding average diameter of the pump combiner (150 μm) and of the gain fiber (130 μm) the pumps experienced 0.5 dB of insertion loss in the pump combiner, as well as 0.15 dB of splice loss. In total, the 786-nm pump diode experienced ~1.9 dB of loss before entering the gain fiber. High cavity loss, mainly from the 2-μm components, also reduces the efficiency. Again, this performance will only improve as the diversity and characteristics of commercial 2-μm fiber components progress in the future.

Fig. 4. The normalized PSD and temporal profile (inset) of the oscillator’s square pulse regime are shown. Tuning of the pulse width (100 ps to 20 ns) and spectral width (15 nm to 25 nm) could be achieved by varying the pump power as well as the PCs. The spectral width shown is 20 nm, while the pulse width (inset) is 1 ns.

Fig. 5. The amplifier output power for varying launched pump power is shown for soliton input pulses. At ~7 W of pump power, the amplifier output more than 700 mW of signal power. The normalized spectrum (inset) at the highest pump power is also depicted. The outer 3 dB bandwidth of the output pulse spectrum was over 12 nm.

IV. AMPLIFIER RESULTS

Amplification of the oscillator has also been achieved. Fig. 5 shows the amplified output power for increasing launched pump power. The maximum slope efficiency of the amplifier was 22.7%. Spectral broadening and consequent temporal compression through self-phase modulation (SPM) in the amplifier [22] allowed for the slightly pre-chirped pulses to be compressed to 370 fs at the maximum average output power, 710 mW. The inset in Fig. 5 shows the output spectrum at the maximum pump power, with a bandwidth of just over 12 nm. The time-bandwidth product of the amplified soliton pulses was calculated to be 0.33. The Kelly sidebands were amplified more than the main lobe of the pulse, which became modulated due to SPM. The amplified Kelly sidebands contained less than 20% of the average power.

Fig. 6 shows the characterization of the amplified pulse performed with a SHG FROG system using a BBO crystal. The reconstructed pulse from the FROG measurement had a main lobe and two smaller sidelobes, which contain less than 15% of the pulse energy. The energy in the main lobe of the pulse was ~50 nJ. The full width at half of maximum of the reconstructed pulse in the FROG measurement was 370 fs, more than a factor of 4 less than the oscillator’s output pulse width. The peak power of the amplified pulse was then over 115 kW. The quadratic phase of the pre-chirped input pulse, which was introduced by the length of fiber between the oscillator and amplifier, was nearly compensated in the main lobe of the pulse through nonlinear chirp in the amplifier. This can be seen in the near-flat phase across the main lobe in Fig. 6.

In the oscillator’s square pulse regime, amplification through the same amplifier yielded ~1 W of average output power. The longer pulses with higher energy were able to extract more energy from the amplifier, with output energies of ~200 nJ, than in the case of the soliton pulses. To saturate the amplifier and extract more energy, a double pass configuration could be explored. Another possibility would be to split the amplifier into two stages.
V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we report the first Tm-doped all-fiber mode-locked FSL. Soliton pulses with 1.5 ps pulse width and 63 pJ of pulse energy were produced. After amplification, the pulses were compressed to a width of 370 fs with more than 12 nm of bandwidth around 2035 nm while achieving about 50 nJ of pulse energy. The oscillator could be tuned to produce square pulses of varying widths—from ~100 ps to 20 ns, which were then amplified to pulse energies of ~100 nJ. Including all modes of operation, the output pulse width of the fiber laser system can be varied to cover more than 4.5 orders of magnitude, from 370 fs to 20 ns.
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